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SUMMARY

Scrutinized investment newsletters and e-letters for errors in spelling, grammar, word choice, 
style, and formatting, reviewing edited copy at multiple stages of the production process to 
ensure that it's ready for publication.

SKILLS

Planning, Processing, Investgating.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Professional
ABC Corporation  March 1985 – January 2016 
 Assisted communication/reimbursement for damaged deliveries from the logistics provider.
 Managed time well and be self-motivated/self-starter.
 Multi-tasked in a fast-paced environment managing multiple projects and deadlines.
 Fact-checked editorial content, including articles and data.
 Assisted our layout team with the production process to spot errors or inconsistencies in the 

formatting of e-mails, web pages, and PDFs.
 Formatted Excel spreadsheets for publication.
 Performed basic-level web layout tasks using HTML and content management systems like 

WordPress.

Professional
Delta Corporation  1983 – 1985 
 Newark, DE Oversight and execution of trade reconciliation processes for bonds along with 

regular management analysis on bond fail management process .
 Responsible for multiple synthetic projects centered on PGF2alpha prodrugs.
 Sole responsibility for the designing and synthesis of a back-up clinical candidate AGN 192144

based on work around 17-Thienyl PGF2alpha.
 During this time the most potent FP-agonist to date (AGN as well as promising potent analogs 

were synthesized.
 Collaborated with internal business units in evaluation of internal business processes.
 Created ad hoc reports and special projects as requested by.
 Researched and responded to drug and medical information.

EDUCATION

MS
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